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COMMENTS: Thank you for the information that the Maximum DBA will be 46, again I would like for you 
to clarify if that is for 1 or 70 Wind Turbines, you stated it is just like a dishwasher. I am very, very 
concerned about my daughters health mentally and physically due to the wind turbines.  Some of the 
effects such as audio, visual, view, light, shadow flicker, vibration, air turbulence, electromagnetic, ice, 
wind damage, tornado damage, the inability for emergency air ambulance, travel, lightning strikes, 
water table effects, well water effects, fire, increasing my daughters seizures, ill effect on her sensory 
disorder, over stimulation and last but not least will be her quality of life.  I would of never moved to 
where we live if I knew there would be a possibility of Wind Turbines would be in a 20 mile radius.  
When we do travel with her I would even have to take a longer route or not go in the direction because 
of these turbines, it will turn our world upside down. We enjoy taking walks to observe nature and 
peace and a quiet, this will have to stop...this is one thing she enjoys every day.  We built a therapy 
room that has 22 windows, she will no longer be able to use this room and therefore her therapies 
would come to end. There will not be any sitting outside to enjoy the outdoors, we will captive in our 
home, with the noise, flicker, vibration and all of the items listed above, this is no way to live. I have 
contacted her Neurologist and her DO (Pediatric Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation  Doctor) and have 
appointments to talk about this in depth and do base line testing to assure nothing has changed and do 
another prior Wind Turbines to have accurate data.  
 
Could you please send me any data you have on the test you have done in our area I could also give the 
physicians that may help them help her?  Again I would like to know if the 46 DBA will be the maximum 
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for us?  What would be the proximity be for us?  What would be the flicker effect for us in each 
direction?  Will we subject to the vibrations?  Is there a plan for a life ambulance to land within a safe 
distance in and emergency (due to increase seizures possibility there is a strong chance she my hit her 
head or have her hip displaced – she also had a broken hip plate when she was severely beaten along 
with the shaking)? The sounds of construction – let me know the DBA that would be expected with that 
also along with the time frames. I know that this is a lot but I want to make you aware of our situation 
and how it effects our home 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.   Please reconsider placing 
any wind turbines/equipment near our home that may affect her well-being. 
 
Thank you for your time, 
 
Donna Lambert 
7520 E Twp Rd 58 
Bloomville, OH 44818 
Phone: 419-680-0196 
 
 
For those that do not know our situation, I have a victim of shaken baby and abuse I am raising since she 
was dismissed from the hospital when she was 4 months old, at the time I called Children Services to 
state I was concerned about her/her brothers well-being because the mother had lost custody of two 
other children prior to having the 2 that I now have.  I should have been more vigilant and will never 
forgive myself for not because it resulted in her near death and now has Tetrapegic Spastic Cerebral 
Palsy, Microcephaly, Sever Mental Delays, Spine Disorder, Cracked hip plate, Seizure Disorders, Sensory 
Overload, Sensory Issues, Visual Issues, etc... She has OT, PT and Speech each week at our home and I 
home school her.   You can see why I am very, very concerned that the Wind Turbines will affect her 
quality of life each and every day, I cannot stand by and let this happen, this has caused me enormous 
amount of stress since I received the first letter.  
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